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Sensitivity analysis for interactions
under unmeasured confounding
Tyler J. VanderWeele,a,b*† Bhramar Mukherjeec and Jinbo Chend

We develop a sensitivity analysis technique to assess the sensitivity of interaction analyses to unmeasured con-
founding. We give bias formulas for sensitivity analysis for interaction under unmeasured confounding on both
additive and multiplicative scales. We provide simplified formulas in the case in which either one of the two fac-
tors does not interact with the unmeasured confounder in its effects on the outcome. An interesting consequence
of the results is that if the two exposures of interest are independent (e.g., gene–environment independence),
even under unmeasured confounding, if the estimate of the interaction is nonzero, then either there is a true
interaction between the two factors or there is an interaction between one of the factors and the unmeasured
confounder; an interaction must be present in either scenario. We apply the results to two examples drawn from
the literature. Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Unmeasured confounding is a challenge in epidemiologic research and can bias effect measures. Various
sensitivity analysis techniques have been developed and employed in the literature to assess the extent
to which an unmeasured confounder would have to affect both the exposure and the outcome in order to
change the qualitative conclusions drawn from an analysis [1–7]. Most of this literature has focused on
sensitivity analysis for the overall effect. To the best of our knowledge, no sensitivity analysis technique
is available at present to assess the impact of unmeasured confounding for interactions.

Biological and chemical exposures may interact with one another in producing their effects. The
effects of such exposures may also be modified by various genetic factors, and as genetics research
progresses, gene–gene and gene–environment interaction are gaining increasing prominence in the lit-
erature. Although genetic factors often are assumed effectively randomized, environmental factors and
biological and chemical exposures in interaction analyses are subject to the same confounding as they
would be in any observational study. In some studies, the effects of genetic factors may be confounded
by population stratification if adequate control for this has not been made. Unmeasured confounding is
clearly an issue in such gene–environment interaction analyses.

In this paper, we develop a sensitivity analysis approach using bias formulas to assess the sensitivity
of interaction estimates to the presence of an unmeasured confounding. We consider a general setting
in which one or more unmeasured confounders may affect both factors of interest. We give results for
both additive and multiplicative scales. In addition to the general case, we also consider several more
specific cases such that: (i) the unmeasured confounder affects only one of the two exposures; (ii) the
unmeasured confounder does not interact with one of the exposures in its effects on the outcome; or (iii)
the two exposures are independent of one another (e.g., gene–environment independence).
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2. Notation and definitions

We will let G and E denote our two factors or exposures of interest. These might well represent genetic
and environmental factors respectively, but nothing in our development will restrict the application to
only gene–environment interaction. The two factors might both be environmental or both genetic. We
will let Y denote the outcome of interest.

The two exposures and the outcome may be binary or continuous. We let Yge denote the counterfac-
tual or potential outcome [8, 9] for Y for each individual if possible, contrary to the fact that the first
exposure had been set to g and the second to e. Thus, if the two exposures were both binary, then for
each individual, there would be four counterfactual or potential outcomes, Y11, Y10, Y01, and Y00. We do
not know the counterfactual outcomes for each individual, but we can hope to estimate them on average
for the population. For example, if the two factors were both randomized, we could consistently estimate
EŒY11� by EŒY jG D 1;E D 1�, EŒY10� by EŒY jG D 1;E D 0�, and so forth.

In an observational study, the exposures are not randomized and estimates are potentially subject to
confounding. Thus, an investigator instead typically tries to collect data on a set of covariates C that
suffices to control for this confounding. Essentially, within strata of C , the groups with different expo-
sure status should be comparable. More formally, we use A

`
BjC to denote that A is independent of

B conditional on C . We say that the effects of G and E on Y are unconfounded given C if for all g and
e, Yge

`
fG;EgjC . If the effects of G and E on Y are unconfounded given C , then we can consistently

estimate EŒYgejc� by EŒY jG D g;E D e; C D c�. Often, the set of measured covariates C will not
suffice to control for confounding. Instead, we might hypothesize a set of unmeasured confounders U
such that the effects of G and E on Y are unconfounded given fC;U g, that is, Yge

`
fG;EgjfC;U g.

Unfortunately, if we do not have data on U , we cannot stratify on or otherwise adjust for U .
If we only have data on C and we are interested in interaction on the additive scale, then we would

typically use the following measure for additive interaction:

EŒY jg1; e1; c��EŒY jg0; e1; c��EŒY jg1; e0; c�CEŒY jg0; e0; c�: (1)

An additive interaction measure of 0 corresponds to exact additivity (i.e., no additive interaction). If
the effects of G and E on Y are unconfounded given C , then this will consistently estimate the true
causal interaction on the additive scale:

EŒYg1e1 � Yg0e1 � Yg1e0 C Yg0e0 jc�: (2)

If however there are one or more unmeasured confounding variables U such that the effects of G and
E on Y are unconfounded given fC;U g, but the effects are not unconfounded given only C , then the
estimate in Equation (1) will not be consistent for the causal interaction in Equation (2). If the effects
of G and E on Y are unconfounded given fC;U g, that is, Yge

`
fG;EgjfC;U g, then the true causal

interaction in Equation (2) is equal to the following:
X

u
fEŒY jg1; e1; c; u��EŒY jg0; e1; c; u��EŒY jg1; e0; c; u�CEŒY jg0; e0; c; u�gP.ujc/ (3)

However, without data on U , we cannot estimate the expression in Equation (3).
In the remainder of this paper, we will develop sensitivity analysis results to attempt to address this

problem. We will express the difference between Equations (1) and (2) as the bias for the interaction on
the additive scale, and we will derive expressions for the bias in terms of sensitivity analysis parame-
ters that relate to the effects of the unmeasured confounder(s) U on the exposures and on the outcome.
One can consider a variety of different sensitivity analysis parameters and assess how an unmeasured
confounder with the properties indicated by the sensitivity analysis parameters would affect conclusions
drawn about the causal interaction in Equation (2) from the estimated interaction in Equation (1). All
inferences will be for interaction parameters for the overall population within strata of covariates C ,
though we also make comments in the following text about interaction parameters marginalized over C .

In the next section, we will give sensitivity analysis results for interaction on the additive scale. In
the following section, we will then consider and give analogous results for the multiplicative interaction
scale. The additive scale is generally considered the scale that is most relevant for assessing public health
implications of interaction [10–13]; it is also most closely related to the notion of synergism within the
sufficient cause framework, and these relations are described in detail elsewhere [13–16]. The sensi-
tivity analysis technique for additive interaction will thus also be useful if investigators want to reason
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about synergism in the sufficient cause framework. Although additive interaction is most relevant for
both public health purposes and for assessing mechanistic interaction, the multiplicative scale is what is
most often used in practice (generally out of convenience), and thus we consider also sensitivity anal-
ysis techniques for interaction parameters on the multiplicative scale. Finally, sometimes case-control
data are used and a multiplicative model is fit, but the risk ratios or odds ratio from the multiplicative
model are used to estimate measures of additive interaction using Rothman’s ‘relative excess risk due to
interaction’ (RERI) [17–19], and we thus give sensitivity analysis techniques for this measure as well.

Before proceeding, one final point deserves attention. In this paper, we consider measures of causal
interaction, that is to say, measures that examine the extent to which an outcome would change under
interventions on both of the factors of interest. This is different than mere ‘effect heterogeneity’ in
which the effect of one intervention varies across strata of another variable (which is not intervened
upon) [20, 21]. The sensitivity analysis techniques in this paper apply to causal interaction. If effect het-
erogeneity is in view, then sensitivity analysis techniques for causal effects of a single exposure [7] could
be applied to each stratum of the secondary factor separately. No additional theory or results are needed
for sensitivity analysis in this case.

3. Sensitivity analysis for interactions on the additive scale

The results that follow will relate the causal interaction contrast in Equation (2) to the interaction estimate
with the data in Equation (1). We define the bias on the additive scale as

BaddDEŒYjg1; e1; c��EŒYjg0; e1; c��EŒY jg1; e0; c�CEŒY jg0; e0; c��EŒYg1e1�Yg0e1�Yg1e0CYg0e0 jc�
(4)

Theorem 1 gives a general formula for the bias for the interaction on the additive scale, Badd, in terms of
various sensitivity analysis parameters. Appendix A presents the proofs of all results.

Theorem 1
Suppose that for all g and e, Yge

`
fG;EgjfC;U g and for any particular reference level u0 of U define

�ij .u/D EŒY jgi ; ej ; c; u��EŒY jgi ; ej ; c; u0�. We then have that

Badd D
X

u
�11.u/fP.ujg1; e1; c/�P.ujc/g �

X
u
�10.u/fP.ujg1; e0; c/�P.ujc/g

�
X

u
�01.u/fP.ujg0; e1; c/�P.ujc/g C

X
u
�00.u/fP.ujg0; e0; c/�P.ujc/g:

The use of Theorem 1 requires specifying what might be interpreted as the effect of U in each strata
of G and E, �ij .u/D EŒY jgi ; ej ; c; u��EŒY jgi ; ej ; c; u0�, and also the distribution of U in each strata
of G and E, P.ujgi ; ej ; c/, along with the prevalence of U overall, P.ujc/. Each of these could be
taken as sensitivity analysis parameters. Once the sensitivity analysis parameters have been specified
and Badd has been calculated, a corrected estimated of additive interaction can be obtained by subtract-
ing Badd from the estimated interaction measure in (1) using the observed data. Corrected confidence
intervals could be obtained by bootstrapping. Theorem 1 applies to measures of additive interaction con-
ditional on C D c. If the sensitivity analysis parameters are assumed to be constant over C , then the
result also applies immediately to measures of additive interaction marginalized over C . Alternatively,
an investigator could specify different sensitivity analysis parameters for each level of C and marginalize
the stratum-specific corrected estimates over C . However, as can be seen, the use of Theorem 1 in its
most general form requires the specification of a large number of sensitivity analysis parameters. Similar
comments apply also to the results that follow.

Under the simplifying assumption that U does not interact with one of the two factors on the additive
scale, the expression for the bias on the additive scale, Badd, simplifies considerably as stated in the next
corollary.

Corollary 1A
Suppose that the effect of G and E on Y are unconfounded conditional on fC;U g. Suppose fur-
ther that U is binary and that for fixed c, EŒY jg; e1; c; U D 1� � EŒY jg; e1; c; U D 0� D �1 and
EŒY jg; e0; c; U D 1� � EŒY jg; e0; c; U D 0� D �0 are constant across strata of g so that G does not
interact with U on the additive scale and let ı1 D P.U D 1jg1; e1; c/ � P.U D 1jg0; e1; c/ and
ı0 D P.U D 1jg1; e0; c/�P.U D 1jg0; e0; c/, then

Badd D ı1�1 � ı0�0:
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To use Corollary 1A, one needs to specify far fewer parameters than in Theorem 1. One sim-
ply needs to specify the effect of U , �j D EŒY jg; ej ; c; U D 1� � EŒY jg; ej ; c; U D 0�, for
E D e1 and E D e0, along with the prevalence difference of U comparing G D g1 and G D g0,
ıj D P.U D 1jg1; ej ; c/�P.U D 1jg0; ej ; c/, for E D e1 and E D e0. The use of Corollary 1A is far
more straightforward than that of Theorem 1 but requires the stronger assumptions that U is binary and
that G does not interact with U on the additive scale.

Note that by symmetry, if E does not interact with U on the additive scale, then Badd D ı
�
1�
�
1 � ı

�
0�
�
0 ,

where ��i D EŒY jgi ; e; c; U D 1��EŒY jgi ; e; c; U D 0�, ı�i D P.U D 1jgi ; e1; c/�P.U D 1jgi ; e0; c/.
With the bias formula from Corollary 1A, we can also obtain corrected confidence intervals simply by
subtracting Badd from both limits of the confidence interval for the estimated interaction measure in (1)
since for Corollary 1A, the bias formula is a deterministic function of the sensitivity analysis parameters.

Suppose now that U were only a confounder for E and that we had G �E independence in the sense
that fE;U g

`
GjC , we then have the following result.

Corollary 1B
Suppose that the effects of G and E on Y are unconfounded conditional on fC;U g and we have G �E
independence in the sense that fE;U g

`
GjC , then if U does not interact with G on the additive scale

in the sense that EŒY jg; e; c; u��EŒY jg; e; c; u0� is constant across g, then Badd D 0.
By symmetry, if U were only a confounder for G and we had G � E independence in the sense

that fG;U g
`
EjC , then if U does not interact with E on the additive scale, then Badd D 0. Note that

Corollary 1B does not assume that U is binary.

Remark 1
Suppose that U were an environmental factor that was a confounder only for E, not G. An interesting
consequence of Corollary 1B is that if we have G � E independence and if we found that our esti-
mated measure of interaction in Equation (1) were nonzero, then if there is no interaction between U
and G on the additive scale, then Badd D 0. Thus, if we found that our estimated measure of interac-
tion in Equation (1) were nonzero, then either there is an actual G � E interaction (because Badd D 0

and the estimated interaction is equal to the causal interaction) or there is a G � U interaction, another
form of gene–environment interaction. Essentially, under gene–environment independence even with
unmeasured confounding, we have some form of gene–environment interaction either withE or with U .

A result similar to Corollary 1B holds under G �E independence if there is an unmeasured genetic
confounder U1 for G and another unmeasured environmental confounder U2 for E that are binary and
independent of one another. In this case, if G does not interact with U2, E does not interact with U1, and
U1 does not interact with U2 on the additive scale, then Badd D 0. Thus, if the estimated interaction mea-
sure in Equation (1) were nonzero, one could conclude either a true causalG�E interaction or aG�U1
interaction or a E � U2 interaction or a U1 � U2 interaction, that is, some form of gene–environment
interaction would be present. We give a formal statement of the result in Appendix A as Corollary 1C.

4. Sensitivity analysis for interactions on the multiplicative scale

On the multiplicative scale, if we had data on covariatesC , we would typically use the following measure
for multiplicative interaction on the risk ratio scale:

EŒY jg1; e1; c�

EŒY jg0; e1; c�
=
EŒY jg1; e0; c�

EŒY jg0; e0; c�
: (5)

A multiplicative interaction measure of 1 corresponds to exact multiplicativity (i.e., no multiplica-
tive interaction). If the effects of G and E on Y are unconfounded given C , then this will consistently
estimate the true causal interaction on the multiplicative scale:

EŒYg1e1 jc�

EŒYg0e1 jc�
=
EŒYg1e0 jc�

EŒYg0e0 jc�
: (6)

If however there are one or more unmeasured confounding variables U such that the effects of G and
E on Y are unconfounded given fC;U g, that is, Yge

`
fG;EgjfC;U g, but the effects are not uncon-

founded given only C , then the estimate in Equation (5) will not be consistent for the causal interaction
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in Equation (6). We can then define the bias on the multiplicative scale as

Bmult D

�
EŒY jg1; e1; c�

EŒY jg0; e1; c�
=
EŒY jg1; e0; c�

EŒY jg0; e0; c�

�
=

�
EŒYg1e1 jc�

EŒYg0e1 jc�
=
EŒYg1e0 jc�

EŒYg0e0 jc�

�
:

The following theorem gives a general formula for the bias for the interaction on the multiplicative
scale, Bmult, in terms of various sensitivity analysis parameters.

Theorem 2
Suppose that for all g and e, Yge

`
fG;EgjfC;U g and for any particular reference level u0 of U define

�ij .u/D
E.Y jgi ;ej ;c;u/

E.Y jgi ;ej ;c;u
0/

, then we have that

Bmult D

P
u �11.u/P.ujg1;e1;c/P

u �11.u/P.ujc/
=
P
u �01.u/P.ujg0;e1;c/P

u �01.u/P.ujc/P
u �10.u/P.ujg1;e0;c/P

u �10.u/P.ujc/
=
P
u �00.u/P.ujg0;e0;c/P

u �00.u/P.ujc/

:

The use of Theorem 2 in its most general form requires the specification of a large number of sensitiv-
ity analysis parameters. Once the sensitivity analysis parameters have been specified and Bmult has been
calculated, a corrected estimated of multiplicative interaction can be obtained by dividing the estimated
interaction measure in (5) by the bias factor Bmult. Corrected confidence intervals could be obtained by
bootstrapping. Under the simplifying assumption that U does not interact on the multiplicative scale
with one of the two factors, the expression for the bias on the multiplicative scale, Bmult, simplifies con-
siderably as stated in the next corollary. Note that it is not in general possible for U to not interact with
a specific factor, say G, on both the additive and the multiplicative scales (unless it has no effect on the
outcome or if, e.g., the baseline risk in the absence of U is the same in all strata of G). In general, at
most, either no additive or no multiplicative interaction between G and U would hold.

Corollary 2A
Suppose that the effect of G and E on Y are unconfounded conditional on fC;U g. Suppose further
that U is binary and that EŒY jg; e1; c; U D 1�=EŒY jg; e1; c; U D 0� D �1 and EŒY jg; e0; c; U D
1�=EŒY jg; e0; c; U D 0� D �0 are constant across strata of g so that G does not interact with U on the
multiplicative scale, then

Bmult D
1C .�1 � 1/P.U D 1jg1; e1; c/

1C .�1 � 1/P.U D 1jg0; e1; c/
=
1C .�0 � 1/P.U D 1jg1; e0; c/

1C .�0 � 1/P.U D 1jg0; e0; c/
:

A similar result holds by symmetry if E does not interact with U on the multiplicative scale. With the
bias formula from Corollary 2A, we can also obtain corrected confidence intervals simply by dividing
both limits of the confidence interval for the estimated interaction measure in (5) by the bias factor Bmult,
since for Corollary 2A, the bias formula is a deterministic function of the sensitivity analysis parame-
ters. If U were only a confounder for E and that we also had G � E independence in the sense that
fE;U g

`
GjC , we then have the following result.

Corollary 2B
Suppose that the effect of G and E on Y are unconfounded conditional on fC;U g and we have G �E
independence in the sense that fE;U g

`
GjC , then if U does not interact with G on the multiplicative

scale in the sense that E.Y jg;e;c;u/
E.Y jg;e;c;u0/

is constant across g, then Bmult D 1.

Remark 2
From Corollary 2B, it follows that if under G �E independence, we found that our estimated measure
of interaction in Equation (5) were non-null, then either there is an actual G � E interaction or there
is a G � U interaction. The result would apply to multiplicative interaction estimates from a case-only
design or a case-control design under a rare outcome assumption or incidence density sampling. Note
that by symmetry, if U were only a confounder for E and that we had G �E independence in the sense
that fG;U g

`
EjC , then if U does not interact with G on the multiplicative scale, then Bmult D 1. Note

also that Corollary 1B does not assume that U is binary.
A result similar to Corollary 2B holds under G �E independence if there is an unmeasured genetic

confounder U1 for G and another unmeasured environmental confounder U2 for E that are binary and
independent of one another. In this case, if G does not interact with U2, E does not interact with U1,
and U1 does not interact with U2 on the multiplicative scale, then Bmult D 1. Thus, if the estimated
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interaction measure in Equation (5) were non-null, one could conclude either a true causal G �E inter-
action or a G � U1 interaction or a E � U2 interaction or a U1 � U2 interaction, that is, some form of
gene–environment interaction would be present. We give a formal statement of the result in Appendix A
as Corollary 2C.

5. Sensitivity analysis for the relative excess risk due to interaction

Often in case-control studies, logistic regression is used to accommodate the case-control design. In
such studies, if investigators want to assess interaction on the additive scale for public health purposes
[10–13] or mechanistic interaction [13–16], then a measure referred to as the RERI [17–19] is some-
times used. The measure is also sometimes used when a logistic regression model is fit to the data out
of convenience rather than by necessity due to a case-control design. The RERI conditional on c would
generally be estimated by

EŒY jg1; e1; c�

EŒY jg0; e0; c�
�

EŒY jg1; e0; c�

EŒY jg0; e0; c�
�

EŒY jg0; e1; c�

EŒY jg0; e0; c�
C 1: (7)

If the outcome is rare so that odds ratios approximate risk ratios, then each term EŒY jg; e; c�=
EŒY jg0; e0; c� can be approximated by the estimated odds ratio from the logistic regression.

Define the causal RERI conditional on C D c by

RERIc D
EŒYg1e1 jc�

EŒYg0e0 jc�
�

EŒYg1e0 jc�

EŒYg0e0 jc�
�

EŒYg0e1 jc�

EŒYg0e0 jc�
C 1: (8)

If the effects ofG and E on Y were unconfounded conditional on .C; U / but data were only available
on C , we might estimate the RERI by Equation (7), but this would be biased for the true quantity in
Equation (8) because of the unmeasured confounding due to U . The following results can help reason
about the causal RERIc .

Theorem 3
Suppose that for all g and e, Yge

`
fG;EgjfC;U g and for any particular reference level u0 of U define

�ij .u/D
E.Y jgi ;ej ;c;u/

E.Y jgi ;ej ;c;u
0/

, then we have that

RERIc D

P
u �00.u/P.ujg0; e0; c/P

u �00.u/P.ujc/

2
4 EŒY jg1;e1;c�

EŒY jg0;e0;c�P
u �11.u/P.ujg1;e1;c/P

u �11.u/P.ujc/

�

EŒY jg1;e0;c�
EŒY jg0;e0;c�P

u �10.u/P.ujg1;e0;c/P
u �10.u/P.ujc/

�

EŒY jg0;e1;c�
EŒY jg0;e0;c�P

u �01.u/P.ujg0;e1;c/P
u �01.u/P.ujc/

3
5C 1:

To apply the result, one would again specify the effect of U , �ij .u/ D
E.Y jgi ;ej ;c;u/

E.Y jgi ;ej ;c;u
0/

, in each of the

G�E strata along with the distribution of U , P.ujg1; e0; c/, for each of the G�E strata. The corrected
causal RERI could then be computed using the expression in Theorem 3. Under simplifying assump-
tions that U is binary with a constant effect across G �E, a more straightforward adjustment approach
is possible as stated in the following corollary, which follows immediately from Theorem 3.

Corollary 3A
Suppose that for all g and e, Yge

`
fG;EgjfC;U g and suppose that U is binary and � D E.Y jg;e;c;UD1/

E.Y jg;e;c;UD0/

is constant over g and e, then we have that

RERIc D
EŒY jg1;e1;c�
EŒY jg0;e0;c�

1C.��1/P.UD1jg1;e1;c/
1C.��1/P.UD1jg0;e0;c/

�

EŒY jg1;e0;c�
EŒY jg0;e0;c�

1C.��1/P.UD1jg1;e0;c/
1C.��1/P.UD1jg0;e0;c/

�

EŒY jg0;e1;c�
EŒY jg0;e0;c�

1C.��1/P.UD1jg0;e1;c/
1C.��1/P.UD1jg0;e0;c/

C 1:

A simpler result is also possible under G �E independence as stated in the next corollary.

Corollary 3B
Suppose that for all g and e, Yge

`
fG;EgjfC;U g and we have G �E independence in the sense that

fE;U g
`
GjC . Suppose further that U is binary and that EŒY jg; e1; c; U D 1�=EŒY jg; e1; c; U D 0�D

Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Statist. Med. 2012, 31 2552–2564
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�1 and EŒY jg; e0; c; U D 1�=EŒY jg; e0; c; U D 0� D �0 are constant across strata of g so that G does
not interact with U on the multiplicative scale, then

RERIc D
1

�

EŒY jg1; e1; c�

EŒY jg0; e0; c�
�

EŒY jg1; e0; c�

EŒY jg0; e0; c�
�
1

�

EŒY jg0; e1; c�

EŒY jg0; e0; c�
C 1; (9)

where

� D
1C .�1 � 1/P.U D 1je1; c/

1C .�1 � 1/P.U D 1jc/
=
1C .�0 � 1/P.U D 1je0; c/

1C .�0 � 1/P.U D 1jc/
:

Corollary 3B assumes that the effect of U does not interact with G on the risk ratio scale. Under
Corollary 3B, it is only necessary to specify �1 and �0 (the effect of U whenE D e1 andE D e0, respec-
tively) and the probability of U D 1, when E D e1 and E D e0, respectively; the value of P.U D 1jc/
could be calculated from these two probabilities. Once these are specified, one can calculate � and use
Equation (9) to obtain the corrected measure of the causal RERI. Note that even under the assumptions
of Corollaries 3A or 3B, the CI for the corrected RERI cannot simply be obtained by applying some
formula to the confidence limits of the uncorrected RERI. The confidence limits for the corrected RERI
could be obtained either by using the delta method or by bootstrapping. Finally, note that if the esti-
mated RERI in Equation (7) were found to be nonzero, then it would also follow that the quantity in
Equation (1) was nonzero. If in addition we have G � E independence, we could still apply Corollary
1B to conclude that there was either a true causal G �E interaction or a G �U interaction.

As noted previously, the additive scale is most useful for assessing causal notions of interaction in the
sufficient cause framework. Simple relations hold between the causal RERI and the presence of syner-
gism in the sufficient cause framework. Specifically, if an investigator is interested in detecting ‘sufficient
cause interactions’ [14, 15] corresponding to individuals with response patterns such that D11 D 1 but
D10 D D01 D 0, then if both exposures are never preventive for any individual, then RERIc > 0

implies the presence of this response pattern [14, 15]. Without this no-preventive-action assumption,
RERIc > 1 still implies the presence of this response pattern [14, 15]. If we are interested in detecting
an even stronger notion of interaction that D11 D 1 but D10 D D01 D D00 D 0 (i.e., individuals for
whom the outcome occurs if and only if both exposures are present, ‘epistatic interactions’ [16]), then
RERIc > 2 suffices without any assumptions about preventive action; RERIc > 1 suffices if at least
one of the exposures is never preventive for any individual; and RERIc > 0 suffices if both are never
preventive [16].

6. Applications

Using a case-only design [22, 23], Bennett et al. [24] studied the interaction between passive smoking
and glutathione S-transferase M1 (GSTM1) on lung cancer risk among nonsmokers. Investigators geno-
typed 106 lung cancer cases and estimated a case-only measure of interaction. Let G denote GSTM1
(g1 present, g0 absent) and E passive smoking (e1 present, e0 absent). Using a case-only estimate, the
investigators found

EŒY jg1; e1; c�

EŒY jg0; e1; c�
=
EŒY jg1; e0; c�

EŒY jg0; e0; c�
D 2:6

The 95% CI for the estimate was .1:1; 6:1/. The case-only study design assumes that the genetic factor
is independent of passive smoking. The estimate itself and the CI suggest a gene–environment interac-
tion between passive smoking and GSTM1 on lung cancer risk. The effect of smoking may, however, be
confounded by air pollution. Poorer neighborhoods in which air pollution is, say, high may also have a
higher prevalence of smoking or more extensive advertising for cigarettes.

Suppose that the genetic factor (GSTM1) is independent of both passive smoking and air pollution
(note that the case-only design itself assumes that the genetic factor is independent of passive smok-
ing). By Corollary 2B, it would then follow from the case-only estimate that either there is a true causal
gene � passive smoking interaction or there is an interaction between the genetic factor and air pollution
in the sense that there are some levels of air pollution, u and u0, say such that the effect of air pollu-
tion when the genetic factor is present, E.Y jg1;e;c;u/

E.Y jg1;e;c;u0/
, differs from the effect when the genetic factor is

absent, E.Y jg0;e;c;u/
E.Y jg0;e;c;u0/

.
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As a second example, we will consider a study of Ahsan et al. [25] examining the evidence for addi-
tive interaction between the effects of arsenic exposure in well water and body mass index (BMI) in
producing premalignant skin lesions [25]. Data come from a large cohort study of 11,746 individuals in
Bangladesh, many of whom had been exposed to various doses of arsenic through drinking well water.
Following their analysis, let G D 1 for high versus low arsenic (<8 vs. >175 �g/L) and let E D 1 for
low versus high BMI (<18:1 vs. >20:4) with Y D 1 denoting the presence of premalignant skin lesions.
Ahsan et al. [25] adjusted for gender, age, education, cigarette smoking, hukka smoking, sun exposure,
and land ownership. They used logistic regression to estimate the RERI in assessing potential additive
interaction between BMI and arsenic exposure. Compared with the reference of G D 0;E D 0, the odds
ratio for G D 1;E D 1 was 5:25 (95% CI: 3:07; 8:99); for G D 1;E D 0 was 2:96 (95% CI: 1:63; 5:37);
and for G D 0;E D 1 was 0:71 (95% CI: 0:38; 1:32 ). The overall prevalence of skin lesions is 6.3%,
which is generally considered sufficiently small so that odds ratio approximates risk ratios. The esti-
mated RERI was thus 5:25�2:96�0:71C1D 2:59 with a 95% CI of .0:75; 4:24/, suggesting evidence
for positive additive interaction. Until the study was conducted, there was very little knowledge of which
wells had high levels of arsenic; the correlation between arsenic exposure and other covariates is thus
very weak. It is unlikely the effects of arsenic are subject to substantial confounding. The effects of BMI
on skin lesions are, however, likely confounded by, say, nutritional intake. The conditional association
between BMI and arsenic exposure is not statistically significant in the sample, and we could therefore
potentially employ Corollaries 1B or 3B. By Corollary 1B, we would have that either there is an interac-
tion between arsenic and BMI or between arsenic and the confounders of the effect of BMI, for example,
nutritional intake. If we further wanted corrected estimates of the RERI between arsenic and BMI, we
could use the sensitivity analysis technique in Corollary 3B. Let U denote a hypothetical binary unmea-
sured confounder with U D 1 indicating high versus low nutritional intake. Suppose high nutritional
intake decreased the likelihood of skin lesions by threefold (�1 D �0 D 1=3) for all strata of arsenic and
BMI, with prevalence of high nutritional intake of 0:6 in those with high BMI and a prevalence of 0:2 in
those with low BMI, we then have that

� D
1C .�1 � 1/P.U D 1je1; c/

1C .�1 � 1/P.U D 1jc/
=
1C .�0 � 1/P.U D 1je0; c/

1C .�0 � 1/P.U D 1jc/

D
1C .1=3� 1/.0:2/

1C .1=3� 1/.0:6/
D 1:44:

Under the rare outcome assumption so that odds ratios approximate risk ratios, we would have, by
Corollary 3B, a corrected RERI of

RERIc D
1

�

EŒY jg1; e1; c�

EŒY jg0; e0; c�
�

EŒY jg1; e0; c�

EŒY jg0; e0; c�
�
1

�

EŒY jg0; e1; c�

EŒY jg0; e0; c�
C 1

D
1

1:44
5:25� 2:96�

1

1:44
0:71C 1D 1:19:

As an alternative scenario assuming weaker confounding, if high nutritional intake decreased the like-
lihood of skin lesions by twofold, with prevalence of 0:4 in those with high BMI and a prevalence of 0:2
in those with low BMI, we would have � D 1:13 with a corrected RERIc D 2:06.

7. Discussion

In this paper, we have provided several methods for sensitivity analysis for unmeasured confounding in
studies of interaction between biological or chemical exposures or between such exposures and genetic
factors. We have considered both the additive and multiplicative scales along with additive interaction
obtained from a multiplicative model (the RERI). We have given results in considerable generality and
have also provided much simpler and easier to use techniques that can be employed under some simpli-
fying assumptions such as that of a single binary unmeasured confounder. The techniques will likely be
useful in a wide range of interaction studies and can be applied across numerous different study designs.

The results on additive interaction (Theorem 1 and Corollaries 1A–1C) are applicable to cohort
designs. The multiplicative interaction results will also be applicable to cohort designs and will moreover
be applicable case-control designs when the outcome is rare so that odds ratio approximates risk ratio.
The multiplicative results will likewise be applicable to case-only designs, when the genetic and environ-
mental factors are independent as under such an independence assumption, the case-only design allows
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one to estimate interaction on the multiplicative scale. The multiplicative results are also applicable to
family-based study designs, which estimate the interaction on the log scale or in settings in which the
outcome is rare. The results on the RERI will likewise also be applicable to cohort designs, case-control
and case-only designs with a rare outcome, and family-based genetic designs.

The techniques may prove to be especially useful in assessing gene–environment interaction. Many
such studies have not paid attention to potential confounding of the environmental factor. Ideally, better
control for such confounding will be made. However, in settings in which the requisite data is not avail-
able, the techniques here will allow investigators to assess the extent to which unmeasured environmental
confounding may affect unadjusted results. One issue that has not been examined here is the extent to
which unmeasured confounding may affect the power of interaction analyses [26]. This is especially
important because power to detect interaction is often quite low. Considerations of power in interaction
analyses will be left to future work.

In many studies of gene–environment interaction, the genetic and environmental factors are assumed
to be independent. We have seen previously that, under this assumption, interaction findings are partic-
ularly robust to unmeasured confounding insofar as if we are concerned about unmeasured confounding
of the environmental factor by another unmeasured environmental exposure and with the observed data,
we find interaction, then either there must be a true causal interaction between the genetic and envi-
ronmental factor or there is interaction between the genetic factor and the unmeasured environmental
confounding variable; in either case, we have gene–environment interaction. It is hoped that these vari-
ous results will facilitate inference about interaction in genetic and epidemiologic practices and assist in
assessing the robustness of findings that do not adequately control for confounding.

Appendix A. Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1
If for all g and e, Yge

`
fG;EgjfC;U g, then

EŒYgejc�D
X

u
EŒYgejc; u�P.ujc/

D
X

u
EŒYgejg; e; c; u�P.ujc/

D
X

u
EŒY jg; e; c; u�P.ujc/

where the first equality follows by the law of iterated expectations, the second by Yge
`
fG;EgjfC;U g,

and the third by consistency. Thus, for any fixed reference value of u0 of U

EŒY jg; e; c��EŒYgejc�

D
X

u
EŒY jg; e; c; u�P.ujg; e; c/�

X
u
EŒY jg; e; c; u�P.ujc/

D
X

u
fEŒY jg; e; c; u��EŒY jg; e; c; u0�gfP.ujg; e; c/�P.ujc/g:

By applying this equality for .g1; e1/, .g1; e0/, .g0; e1/, and .g0; e0/, the result for Badd follows. �

Proof of Corollary 1A
If EŒY jg; e1; c; U D 1��EŒY jg; e1; c; U D 0�D �1 and EŒY jg; e0; c; U D 1��EŒY jg; e0; c; U D 0�D
�0 are constant across strata of g, then

Badd D fEŒY jg1; e1; c; U D 1��EŒY jg1; e1; c; U D 0�gfP.U D 1jg1; e1; c/�P.U D 1jc/g

� fEŒY jg0; e1; c; U D 1��EŒY jg0; e1; c; U D 0�gfP.U D 1jg0; e1; c/�P.U D 1jc/g

� fEŒY jg1; e0; c; U D 1��EŒY jg1; e0; c; U D 0�gfP.U D 1jg1; e0; c/�P.U D 1jc/g

C fEŒY jg0; e0; c; U D 1��EŒY jg0; e0; c; U D 0�gfP.U D 1jg0; e0; c/�P.U D 1jc/g

D �1fP.U D 1jg1; e1; c/�P.ujc/g � �1fP.U D 1jg0; e1; c/�P.ujc/g

� �0fP.U D 1jg1; e0; c/�P.U D 1jc/g C �0fP.U D 1jg0; e0; c/�P.U D 1jc/g

D �1fP.U D 1jg1; e1; c/�P.U D 1jg0; e1; c/g � �0fP.U D 1jg1; e0; c/�P.U D 1jg0; e0; c/g

D �1ı1 � �0ı0:

�
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Proof of Corollary 1B
If there is no interaction between G and U on the additive scale, then we have �1j .u/ D �0j .u/. By
Theorem 1 and fE;U g

`
GjC , we have

Badd D
X

u
�11.u/fP.ujg1; e1; c/�P.ujc/g �

X
u
�10.u/fP.ujg1; e0; c/�P.ujc/g

�
X

u
�01.u/fP.ujg0; e1; c/�P.ujc/g C

X
u
�00.u/fP.ujg0; e0; c/�P.ujc/g

D
X

u
�11.u/fP.uje1; c/�P.ujc/g �

X
u
�10.u/fP.uje0; c/�P.ujc/g

�
X

u
�11.u/fP.uje1; c/�P.ujc/g C

X
u
�10.u/fP.uje0; c/�P.ujc/g

D 0:

This completes the proof. �

Corollary 1C
Suppose for all g and e and for binary U1; U2 we have Yge

`
fG;EgjfC;U1; U2g and we have G � E

independence in the sense that fG;U1g
`
EjC and fE;U2g

`
GjC , then if G does not interact with U2

on the additive scale in the sense that EŒY jg; e; c; u1; u2��EŒY jg; e; c; u1; u02� does not vary with g, ifE
does not interact with U1 on the additive scale in the sense that EŒY jg; e; c; u1; u2��EŒY jg; e; c; u01; u2�
does not vary with e, and if U1 does not interact with U2 on the additive scale in the sense that
EŒY jg; e; c; u1; u2��EŒY jg; e; c; u1; u02� does not vary with u1, then Badd D 0.

Proof of Corollary 1C
If we let U D .U1; U2/ and u0 D .0; 0/, then by Theorem 1, we have that

Badd D
X

u
�11.u/fP.ujg1; e1; c/�P.ujc/g �

X
u
�01.u/fP.ujg0; e1; c/�P.ujc/g

�
X

u
�10.u/fP.ujg1; e0; c/�P.ujc/g C

X
u
�00.u/fP.ujg0; e0; c/�P.ujc/g:

Now,
P
u �ij .u/fP.ujgi ; ej ; c/�P.ujc/g

D �ij .1; 1/fP.U D .1; 1/jgi ; ej ; c/�P.U D .1; 1/jc/g

C �ij .1; 0/fP.U D .1; 0/jgi ; ej ; c/�P.U D .1; 0/jc/g

C �ij .0; 1/fP.U D .0; 1/jgi ; ej ; c/�P.U D .0; 1/jc/g

D �ij .1; 1/fP.U1 D 1jgi ; c/P.U2 D 1jej ; c/�P.U1 D 1jc/P.U2 D 1jc/g

C �ij .1; 0/fP.U1 D 1jgi ; c/P.U2 D 0jej ; c/�P.U1 D 1jc/P.U2 D 0jc/g

C �ij .0; 1/fP.U1 D 0jgi ; c/P.U2 D 1jej ; c/�P.U1 D 0jc/P.U2 D 1jc/g:

(A1)

Let �ij D EŒY jgi ; ej ; c; U1 D 1; U2 D 1��EŒY jgi ; ej ; c; U1 D 1; U2 D 0� so that

�ij .1; 1/D EŒY jgi ; ej ; c; U1 D 1; U2 D 1��EŒY jgi ; ej ; c; U1 D 0; U2 D 0�

D �ij C �ij .1; 0/

Summing Equation (A1) over i D 0; 1 and j D 0; 1 and noting that because G and U2 do not interact
on the additive scale, �1j D �0j and �1j .0; 1/D �0j .0; 1/, and because G and U2 do not interact on the
additive scale, �i1.1; 0/D �i0.1; 0/, we then have that Badd

D �11fP.U1 D 1jg1; c/P.U2 D 1je1; c/�P.U1 D 1jg0; c/P.U2 D 1je1; c/g

� �10fP.U1 D 1jg1; c/P.U2 D 1je1; c/�P.U1 D 1jg0; c/P.U2 D 1je1; c/g

C �11.1; 0/fP.U1 D 1jg1; c/P.U2 D 1je1; c/�P.U1 D 1jg1; c/P.U2 D 1je0; c/g

� �01.1; 0/fP.U1 D 1jg0; c/P.U2 D 1je1; c/�P.U1 D 1jg0; c/P.U2 D 1je0; c/g

C �11.1; 0/fP.U1 D 1jg1; c/P.U2 D 0je1; c/�P.U1 D 1jg1; c/P.U2 D 0je0; c/g

� �01.1; 0/fP.U1 D 1jg0; c/P.U2 D 0je1; c/�P.U1 D 1jg0; c/P.U2 D 0je0; c/g

C �11.0; 1/fP.U1 D 0jg1; c/P.U2 D 1je1; c/�P.U1 D 0jg0; c/P.U2 D 1je1; c/g

� �10.0; 1/fP.U1 D 0jg1; c/P.U2 D 1je0; c/�P.U1 D 0jg0; c/P.U2 D 1je0; c/g:
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Furthermore, because U1 and U2 do not interact on the additive scale, �1j D �1j .0; 1/, we can group the
first and the seventh, the second and the eighth, the third and the fifth, and the fourth and the sixth terms
to get Badd

D �11fP.U2 D 1je1; c/�P.U2 D 1je1; c/g � �10fP.U2 D 1je1; c/�P.U2 D 1je1; c/g

C �11.1; 0/fP.U1 D 1jg1; c/�P.U1 D 1jg1; c/g � �01.1; 0/fP.U1 D 1jg0; c/�P.U1 D 1jg0; c/g

D 0:

This completes the proof. �

Proof of Theorem 2
If for all g and e, Yge

`
fG;EgjfC;U g, then as in the proof of Theorem 1, EŒYgejc� D

P
u EŒY jg;

e; c; u�P.ujc/, and thus for any fixed value of u0 of U , we have that

EŒY jg; e; c�=EŒYgejc�

D
X

u
EŒY jg; e; c; u�P.ujg; e; c/=

X
u
EŒY jg; e; c; u�P.ujc/

D
X

u
fEŒY jg; e; c; u�=EŒY jg; e; c; u0�gP.ujg; e; c/=

X
u
fEŒY jg; e; c; u�=EŒY jg; e; c; u0�gP.ujc/:

By applying this equality for .g1; e1/, .g1; e0/, .g0; e1/, and .g0; e0/ and taking ratios, the result for
Bmult follows. �

Proof of Corollary 2A
If U is binary and EŒY jg; e1; c; U D 1�=EŒY jg; e1; c; U D 0� D �1and EŒY jg; e0; c; U D 1�=EŒY jg;
e0; c; U D 0�D �0 are constant across strata of g, then Bmult

D

P
u �1.u/P.ujg1;e1;c/P

u �1.u/P.ujc/
=
P
u �0.u/P.ujg0;e1;c/P

u �0.u/P.ujc/P
u �1.u/P.ujg1;e0;c/P

u �1.u/P.ujc/
=
P
u �0.u/P.ujg0;e0;c/P

u �0.u/P.ujc/

D

P
u �1.u/P.ujg1; e1; c/=

P
u �0.u/P.ujg0; e1; c/P

u �1.u/P.ujg1; e0; c/=
P
u �0.u/P.ujg0; e0; c/

D
1C .�1 � 1/P.U D 1jg1; e1; c/

1C .�1 � 1/P.U D 1jg0; e1; c/
=
1C .�0 � 1/P.U D 1jg1; e0; c/

1C .�0 � 1/P.U D 1jg0; e0; c/
:

�

Proof of Corollary 2B
If there is no interaction between G and U on the multiplicative scale, then we have �1j .u/ D �0j .u/.
By Theorem 2 and fE;U g

`
GjC , we have

Bmult D

P
u �11.u/P.ujg1;e1;c/P

u �11.u/P.ujc/
=
P
u �01.u/P.ujg0;e1;c/P

u �01.u/P.ujc/P
u �10.u/P.ujg1;e0;c/P

u �10.u/P.ujc/
=
P
u �00.u/P.ujg0;e0;c/P

u �00.u/P.ujc/

D

P
u �11.u/P.uje1;c/P
u �11.u/P.ujc/

=
P
u �11.u/P.uje1;c/P
u �11.u/P.ujc/P

u �10.u/P.uje0;c/P
u �10.u/P.ujc/

=
P
u �10.u/P.uje0;c/P
u �10.u/P.ujc/

D 1:

This completes the proof. �

Corollary 2C
Suppose for all g and e and for binary U1; U2 we have Yge

`
fG;EgjfC;U1; U2g and we have

G � E independence in the sense that fG;U1g
`
EjC and fE;U2g

`
GjC , then if G does not

interact with U2 on the multiplicative scale in the sense that EŒY jg; e; c; u1; u2�=EŒY jg; e; c; u1; u02�
does not vary with g, if E does not interact with U1 on the multiplicative scale in the sense that
EŒY jg; e; c; u1; u2�=EŒY jg; e; c; u01; u2� does not vary with e, and if U1 does not interact with U2 on
the multiplicative scale in the sense that EŒY jg; e; c; u1; u2�=EŒY jg; e; c; u1; u02� does not vary with u1,
then Bmult D 1.
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Proof of Corollary 2C
If we let U D .U1; U2/ and u0 D .0; 0/ then by Theorem 2, we have

Bmult D

P
u �11.u/P.ujg1;e1;c/P

u �11.u/P.ujc/
=
P
u �01.u/P.ujg0;e1;c/P

u �01.u/P.ujc/P
u �10.u/P.ujg1;e0;c/P

u �10.u/P.ujc/
=
P
u �00.u/P.ujg0;e0;c/P

u �00.u/P.ujc/

:

Let �ij DEŒY jgi ; ej ; c; U1D1; U2D1�=EŒY jgi ; ej ; c; U1D1; U2D0� so that �ij .1; 1/D�ij��ij .1; 0/.
We then have that

X
u
�ij .u/P.ujgi ; ej ; c/=

nX
u
�ij .u/P.ujc/

o
DŒ�ij .1; 1/P.U D .1; 1/jgi ; ej ; c/C �ij .1; 0/P.U D .1; 0/jgi ; ej ; c/

C �ij .0; 1/P.U D .0; 1/jgi ; ej ; c/CP.U D .0; 0/jgi ; ej ; c/� =

Œ�ij .1; 1/P.U D .1; 1/jc/C �ij .1; 0/P.U D .1; 0/jc/

C �ij .0; 1/P.U D .0; 1/jc/CP.U D .0; 0/jc/�

DŒ�ij .1; 1/P.U1 D 1jgi ; c/P.U2 D 1jej ; c/C �ij .1; 0/P.U1 D 1jgi ; c/P.U2 D 0jej ; c/

C �ij .0; 1/P.U1 D 0jgi ; c/P.U2 D 1jej ; c/CP.U1 D 0jgi ; c/P.U2 D 0jej ; c/�=

Œ�ij .1; 1/P.U1 D 1jc/P.U2 D 1jc/C �ij .1; 0/P.U1 D 1jc/P.U2 D 0jc/

C �ij .0; 1/P.U1 D 0jc/P.U2 D 1jc/CP.U1 D 0jc/P.U2 D 0jc/�

Using this in Theorem 2 for Bmult for i D 0; 1 and j D 0; 1 and noting that because G and U2 do not
interact on the multiplicative scale, �1j D �0j and �1j .0; 1/D �0j .0; 1/, G and U2 do not interact on the
multiplicative scale, �i1.1; 0/D �i0.1; 0/, and U1 and U2 do not interact on the multiplicative scale, we
have �1j D �1j .0; 1/ and thus we then have that Bmult.

This completes the proof. �

Proof of Theorem 3
Using the result in the proof of Theorem 1, we have that

EŒYgiej jc�

EŒYg0e0 jc�
D

EŒY jgi ; ej ; c�

EŒY jg0; e0; c�
=

�P
u �ij .u/P.ujgi ; ej ; c/P

u �ij .u/P.ujc/
=

P
u �00.u/P.ujg0; e0; c/P

u �00.u/P.ujc/

�

D

EŒY jgi ;ej ;c�
EŒY jg0;e0;c�P

u �ij .u/P.ujg1;e1;c/P
u �ij .u/P.ujc/

�

P
u �00.u/P.ujg0; e1; c/P

u �00.u/P.ujc/
:

Thus, RERIc

D
EŒYg1e1 jc�

EŒYg0e0 jc�
�

EŒYg1e0 jc�

EŒYg0e0 jc�
�

EŒYg0e1 jc�

EŒYg0e0 jc�
C 1

D

P
u �00.u/P.ujg0; e0; c/P

u �00.u/P.ujc/

2
4 EŒY jg1;e1;c�

EŒY jg0;e0;c�P
u �11.u/P.ujg1;e1;c/P

u �11.u/P.ujc/

�

EŒY jg1;e0;c�
EŒY jg0;e0;c�P

u �10.u/P.ujg1;e0;c/P
u �10.u/P.ujc/

�

EŒY jg0;e1;c�
EŒY jg0;e0;c�P

u �01.u/P.ujg0;e1;c/P
u �01.u/P.ujc/

3
5C1:

�

Proof of Corollary 3B
If U does not interact with G on the multiplicative scale, then �10.u/ D �00.u/ D �0.u/ and �11.u/ D
�01.u/D �1.u/, and if we have G �E independence, then by Theorem 3, RERIc

D

P
u �0.u/P.uje0; c/P
u �0.u/P.ujc/

2
4 EŒY jg1;e1;c�

EŒY jg0;e0;c�P
u �1.u/P.uje1;c/P
u �1.u/P.ujc/

�

EŒY jg1;e0;c�
EŒY jg0;e0;c�P
u �0.u/P.uje0;c/P
u �0.u/P.ujc/

�

EŒY jg0;e1;c�
EŒY jg0;e0;c�P
u �1.u/P.uje1;c/P
u �1.u/P.ujc/

3
5C 1

D
1

�

EŒY jg1; e1; c�

EŒY jg0; e0; c�
�

EŒY jg1; e0; c�

EŒY jg0; e0; c�
�
1

�

EŒY jg0; e1; c�

EŒY jg0; e0; c�
C 1;
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where

� D

P
u �1.u/P.uje1; c/P
u �1.u/P.ujc/

=

P
u �0.u/P.uje0; c/P
u �0.u/P.ujc/

D
1C .�1 � 1/P.U D 1je1; c/

1C .�1 � 1/P.U D 1jc/
=
1C .�0 � 1/P.U D 1je0; c/

1C .�0 � 1/P.U D 1jc/
:

�
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